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[image: Alicia Roelofs]
Alicia Roelofs1697782901

Really excellent service. It took less than a week for the application to be processed and my goods paid for. I would definitely recommend Dahmani, he was really helpful.
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Chloe Bertolami1697762237

Dahmani was an absolute pleasure to work with and made the enitre process effortless & easy. It was the fastest & most stress free experience! Highly recommend.
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Kath Stevens1697437006

Joanne was an absolute pleasure to deal with! Fast, efficient, professional and knowledgeable. Loan was pre-approved and settled within days. Would highly recommend Joanne and Asset Finance Direct for any business needs.



[image: Benn Mcklaren]
Benn Mcklaren1695943462

Joanne provided a refreshing professional service that took away a stress i didn't need. Her industry knowledge was apparent from the first phone call and she helped my small business navigate through some bad decisions in the past to ultimately get a good outcome. Can't thank you enough Joanne.Too anyone else in need of a business finance broker. I wouldn't go past Joanne at asset finance direct.
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Christopher Schumacher1691635837

Dahmani made the process so simple. It was very easy and he made me feel very comfortable with everything. A lovely experience.
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Melanie McMahon1690334210

Always 5 star service, hassle fee, patient, prompt communication, nothing is ever a problem with Dahamni and his team. Love dealing with this company and wouldn't use anyone else. Mel
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Anthony Gaunt1686892289

Wow, 24hrs from sending in doc's in & its done. I've never had this type of stress free service from any lender before. Thank You (-;
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Charlotte Hills1672024174

When others fail to get you over the mark because of trust deeds etc- Joanne is your go to Gal!Financing a new vehicle was so quick and easy. Forget car yard finance if you've got complicated legals! Now that we're set up I won't need to worry about difficult finance situations again :-)Thanks a bundle Joanne :-)
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Maria A AMPUERO1669024230

Dahmani was fantastic dealing with our business needs - attentive, professional and very quick to put everything together and communicate with our suppliers - Highly recommend his services
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Danielle Wilton1661820326

Joanne was fantastic, she made the process of getting our equipment finance so quick & easy.  Was a breeze to deal with &  would recommend them & will definitely use them again if needed.
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Kellie Cheshire1658534975

Joanne was so great to deal with I highly recommend her , Joanne was always quick to respond , she took control and got our finance sorted so quickly.
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Aaron Wilton1658105986

Joanne made the process so easy for our second excavator, rates and loans were perfect for our needs and we will use Joanne and her team for future purchases
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Jaime McGuire1635311397

Joanne is easy to deal with. Quick turnaround, great communication and limited paperworkE&E Waste
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F45 Training Southern River1633935628

Highly recommend Dahmani for all of your finance needs! He is the quickest in the game and has the patience of a saint! Thanks for your help, Dahmani!
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Ashley Easterby1633589794

I didn't get a finance with Joanne as I was the seller. But wow the friendly service helped me to get to sell and work closely with the buyer to complete the sale.Without Joanne's assistance to me this sale would not have happened.I would happily recommend her and Asset Finance Direct to anyone looking for equipment or machinery finance with a smile!!
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john beckwith1628038256

Joanne has done several successful finance processes for us now - honestly, she's been the best thing for our business I could have possibly hoped for. Honest, knowledgeable and with integrity. Beyond finance, her general business understanding has helped us to continually make the right decisions about timing and strategy as well as cashflow management. Thanks Joanne!
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Fitstop Brisbane CBD1623289711

Highly recommend Dahmani - easy to deal with, prompt and delivers an outstanding service!
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Personalised Doormats CB1621906408

We dealt with Joanne. Joanne was great, the service was quick and also answered all of my silly questions! We will be using this service again :)
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Trevor Ball1596608341

Absolutly famtastic to deal with .extreemly happy thanks
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Gray Hawk1595974013

Exceptional friendly efficient service
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Debi Parsons1591754803

Very easy to deal with. Would recommend to anyone looking for asset finance.
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F45 Training Ipswich Central1582077503

Dahmani is absolutely fantastic. Extremely easy to deal with, honest, and calm! Nothing like a calming voice when everything is needing to be done fast and now. Would use him time and time again. Thanks so much for everything Dahmani.
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Darcy Ellis1579860470

Great service
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Deborah Alexander1575512992

Highest regard for Joanne, very professional and prompt service to get any finance approved. Highly recommend.
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Guy Cohen1564472604

Dahmani is very efficient and super pleasant to work with! Highly recommend him!
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Sarah Strik1560503783
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Innate Natural Health Clinic1559179325

Dahamani was very efficient and answered all our questions. We would recommend his services.
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russ clarke1540068326

Dahmani always makes it easy to get finance over the many years I have had to finance things for my business it has always been  just one phone call and Dahmani gets me the goods with in 24 to 48 hours I just love dealing with him I would highly recommend him to everyone that needs some finance
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Ryan Goodall1538958218
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ernie Graveson1537495542

I have been using Joanne from Asset Finance Direct for more than two years and have five loans .With Joanne arranging your finance needs the experience is very stress free and easy and you all ways get  a great interest rate.
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Amp'd Fitness1536283874

Great to deal with and fast service!
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Be The Best Me1534835873

Simple, stress free, and no fuss. Dahmani was great to deal. Kept me informed the whole way and no question was a problem. Any future asset requirements for my business or anyone who is looking. You’ll be the team that comes to mind.Thank you. Bec
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Josiah de Weger1533698412

Great service, fast response time and turn around
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Darren Gough1531782334

Exceptional service, as always. Joanne has looked after our asset requirements for years now and always goes above and beyond!
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Aydin Hunturk1531706394

Very easy to deal with, makes your life simple. Would reccomend over other asset finance companies.
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Lawrence Edgecombe1531706115

I have used Joanne for a few years now ,with a service and support second to none . She takes the pain out of sorting finance , I would and do recommend Joanne / Asset Finance Direct ,    100%
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Tracy Allender1528520863

I have now dealt with Joanne at Asset Finance twice, both times she has been fantastic to deal with. Very friendly and super helpful.Wonderful customer service from the start right through to the end of the loan term. Thank you
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Steve Little1528341924

We have used Asset Finance Direct now for over 3 years for all of our finance needs.  Dahmani Douzi was fantastic and made things happen when the banks wouldn't help.  I would definitely use these guys again in the future and would happily recommend them to anyone who is in need of finance.
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veronica wallington1523518992

very helpful and prompt in all communication. thankyou so much for your help and guidance. would certainly use again and recommend.
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ASH MASON1518424098

Dahmani is highly professional and provides an excellent service. Dahmani has been my broker for 12 years now and I would never go anywhere else. He is extremely communicative and very efficient at achieving fast approvals.  I highly recommend Dahmani and his team on the Gold Coast.
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Abernethy Excavations1516835630

Joanne is amazing. She has helped with 3 cars, an excavator and a truck! She is fantastic and would highly recommend to anybody wanting to obtain finance for cars or heavy machinery.Thanks again Joanne!
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Anthony Buksh1516776323

great service, done in a very calm manner.
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CS John1509501432

Very professional and smooth service. Dahmani kept me informed throughout all the steps of the process and was a joy to deal with. Highly recommended.
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paul chamma1508809327

Dahmani is fantastic, first class service and very competitive rates. Highly recommended.
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Deepti Pathak1507510679

Joanne has been very professional and went out of her way in getting us finance and the whole exercise was very comfortable.
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Ben Somerville1499225325

Have used Joanne Over the past 7 years and have always been approved without any FUSS!!!!We have just been approved for a new purchase that no other financier would even look at!! Joanne had it approved first go and within 2 days!!!well done Jo, very impressed!!
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Mark Kent1498164255

Fast Efficient and effective. Joanne could not have been more helpful and made the process as painless as it could be. Great for anyone running a small business  Have used Joanne twice now in the past 6 months and have recommended her to others without hesitation. Thanks Joanne
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Adam Cox1497930906

Professional, helpful & polite,  highly recommended
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Mel Hodges Beaconsfield Club Functions1497485708

I have been dealing with Joanne from Asset Finance Direct for about 6 years and have financed many items for my business through her.I have absolutely no hesitation in recommending her and Asset Finance Direct, Joanne has always given me the correct and honest advice and has made the application process hassle free, this is despite my business being based in Melbourne and Asset Finance Direct being based in Queensland.I am so glad I was recommended Asset Finance Direct all those years ago, they are our "go to people" when we are building another business or need a car.
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